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This book of crossword puzzles will help youngsters improve spelling skills and learn new words

Ã¢â‚¬â€• all while having fun!Thirty easy-to-work crosswords, each with spaces for four or five

words, come with numbered pictures that match the numbers on the puzzle grid. Each puzzle has a

theme: weather-related words, types of transportation, fruit, animals, birds, numbers, flowers,

musical instruments, and so on. Best of all, the puzzles are accompanied by large, colorable

pictures so children can have even more fun while they build word skills.
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There's no word bank my 7yr old struggles with how to spell everything correctly, so he doesn't like

it because he can't do it by hisself.The problem is, it would work best for older kids who can spell

pretty good, BUT I think an older child would be bored with this book because it's set up (design and

all) for younger ones.

This is the best and easiest crossword puzzle book for the young kids trying for their first time. My 6

year old who is behind in reading enjoyed this book very much with my help. The inside page is

similar to the cover except no color. The boxes are large enough for the youngster to write. I also

recommend "My First Picture Clue Crosswords." I introduced it to my 7 year old for the first time



since "Crossword Puzzles" is easy. Both books are the best one as an introduction to crossword

puzzles.

This is a very simple crossword puzzle book. My advanced 6 yr old did it with no problem. You do

have to have some spelling knowledge to do it alone. Even if spelling skills are not evident yet, it is a

terrific time to share while learning phonics, and even a younger child will not what the first or last

letters are by the clues. A great and education tool for parents and children to share. A welcomed

brake from computer activities.

My kindergartener just started to read about 6 months ago. He loves doing the crossword puzzles in

this book--they're a fantastic way for him to work on spelling and reading. He begs for one more

crossword puzzle at bedtime. This is the kid who had zero interest in reading or learning his letters

before he started school last fall!The pictures are clear and provide good clues for little kids to figure

out what words they're supposed to fill in. The words themselves are age-appropriate and are a

good mix of challenging and reinforcing. This is a great product for beginning readers, and I'd

happily buy more like this.

Very nice collection of words for a beginner! My child started using it at 4.5 years. It has given her

immense confidence and interest in word building, spelling and overall, the idea of problem solving!

Very cute for kids

My grandson is 6 yrs old and is always looking for something new. While vacationing in Florida our

family had dinner at Outback Restaurant--in the childs menu was printed a crossword from this

book. He was anxious to learn how how it was done. So for his graduation from kindergarden I

purchased this and a few other books. I am proud to say that he is able to do them by himself .

Thanks for starting the future of a crossword champ.

This is a gift for my 6-year-old granddaughter who is about 1 level above her age in spelling and

reading. She has not received it yet.
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